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scherzinger is also an executive producer on the film, and she collaborated with dutch director paul bissonnette on the film's script. she has been a member of
the cast since the premiere of high school musical 2, where she played the role of gabriella montez, the best friend of the title character. a reporter for the
chicago sun-times newspaper asked how she felt about being the only lead character in the franchise to not receive any award nominations for her
performance in high school musical 3 : high school musical, the musical inspired by the movie which was the first musical to win an academy award, the film
was a global success, and has become one of the most successful musicals of all time. disney channel's high school musical 2, along with its sequel, became
the highest-grossing music video based-film in history, earning more than $467 million, and has become a cultural phenomenon. high school musical 2,
released in october 2006, was the sequel to the original high school musical, which was released in november 2002. the film was watched by more than 116
million people in north america, making it the third most watched musical film of all time. high school musical 2 was the second highest-grossing music video
based-film in history, earning more than $467 million, and has become a cultural phenomenon. the sequel was watched by more than 116 million people in
north america, making it the third most watched musical film of all time. high school musical 3 : the radio musical was released in november 2004 and starred
zac efron as troy, and vanessa hudgens as gabriella, who become a couple in the film. the sequel is directed by kenny ortega, the director of high school
musical 2.
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After an epic summer at Camp Shallow Lake, the Wildcats return to East High where they prepare a stage production of High School Musical 3: Senior Year. But
plans are disrupted when Principal Gutierrez announces that Disney has decided to make the long-awaited High School Musical 4: The Reunion movie on
location at their beloved high school. Corbin Bleu, Monique Coleman, Lucas Grabeel, Bart Johnson, Alyson Reed and Kaycee Stroh will play themselves,

resurrecting their High School Musical roles as Chad Danforth, Taylor McKessie, Ryan Evans, Coach Jack Bolton, Ms. Darbus and Martha Cox, respectively, and
the Wildcats will play featured extras in the movie. The High School Musical soundtrack was the #1 album of 2006 and the DVD was the years #1 TV movie on
DVD. High School Musical also delivered licensed amateur and professional touring stage productions, a best-selling junior novel, a popular consumer products

franchise, a themed show at Disneyland Parks and Resorts in Anaheim, Orlando and Paris, and a sold-out, 52-date arena concert tour in North America and
Latin America. On ABC, Disney, Buena Vista TV taped a special tribute to the franchise's 4th anniversary, in which stars and a host of celebrities, including John
Travolta, Hilary Duff, Miley Cyrus, Nicolas Cage, Cameron Diaz, Lea Michele, Julianne Hough and a surprise or two, pay tribute to the young cast and music. "I
was very proud to be a part of the genesis of it. I remember just waking up on a Saturday morning, getting to work, hearing High School Musical was coming
out and I remember just being excited," Hough recalled. "It's a good memory. I'm so excited to actually be able to do this whole thing and just show that the

magic can still happen." 5ec8ef588b
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